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Career women –
success stories…

We are very excited to announce that in 2017, GWII
is looking for new committee members to join the
current team.

G

If you are passionate about women in the insurance
industry and are looking for a way to be more actively
involved in GWII, then this is a great opportunity to
consider.
Each and every committee member of GWII has
volunteered for the position and there is no monetary
gain for being a committee member.

Grabbing every opportunity
As a woman in the industry Handy says it is generally accepted that the maritime industry has traditionally been an
incredibly male-dominated industry.
“I was very fortunate early in my career to work for very
influential and successful females who assisted me in my career. They could see the passion I have for what I am doing
and my willingness and eagerness to succeed. They showed
me to grab the opportunities even if it is a man’s world, and
I did,” she says.

Authentic qualities
Handy feels that women should embrace their female abili-
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Attention GWII members…

auteng Women In Insurance (GWII) recently chatted
to Margaret Handy, CEO at Genric Marine Underwriting Managers about her journey and career in
the financial services industry, how she balances personal
and work life and what advice she would give to women in
the industry.

“I have in many different ways seen equality improve over
the years. Not only have females become more focussed
in their careers, but they still have the compassion which
goes along with interacting with individuals. This is a unique
trade for females and cannot be ignored,” she continues.
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Margaret Handy

CEO at Genric Marine Underwriting Managers
Celebrating successful women for all their hard
work and effort creates a pathway and stepping
stone for aspiring women who seek guidance,
motivation and inspiration.

As a committee member, you will need to dedicate
time outside of your normal day to day responsibilities
and will be expected to commit time to the following;
• Attend and engage in monthly meetings
• Seek out and secure sponsorships for events
• Planning and organising at least one key event during each calendar year
• Assistace where required on events being organized by other committee members and act as a
backup for events where required
• Actively involved in each event prior to start and
after close
If you are committed and interested in becoming a
GWII committee member please send your CV to
admin@gwii.co.za
All applications must be in by 31 August 2016.

Career women –
success stories…
Margaret Handy
ties and not try to compare themselves
with others. “If more females believe in
themselves and are given the opportunities to make the big decisions as well as
taking on the responsibilities they will
succeed.”
“My career is very unique and niche, not
everyone understands marine insurance.
With each passing day I am grateful to be
in the position I am in and to show that
I can be the best in doing what I love.
My career has taught me to understand
my value and worth, to be confident and
authentic. These are great qualities I have
learned to use in my family and personal
life,” continues Handy.
Not without sacrifice
In balancing and maintaining work and
personal life balance Handy says, “As a
mother of three beautiful talented children I have learned that time does not
wait for you, you have to cherish every
second you have with your loved ones.
You can have both, a successful career

and a wonderful family, but not without
discipline, hard work and sacrifice.”
“It is great to be career driven but you
will have to set your own boundaries and
be a bit flexible with them. Make time to
be with your family and in that time, do
not look at your phone or iPad, make eye
contact, smile at your child and be there
for them. Schedule time with your family
in your busy diary and make sure that this
is one appointment you never miss. Your
family is your anchor who will support you
all the way in your career,” she says.
Setting principles
After gaining all the qualifications needed
in this industry, Handy encourages women
to be bold and to put themselves forward.
She concludes by saying, “Take the time
to figure out what is important to you at
work and at home and never compromise these principles. Be confident in
everything you do. Trust and believe in
yourself.”

These shoes are made for walking…
We all need to be uplifted and encouraged from time to time and with that
being said, Gauteng Women in Insurance
(GWII), hosted an event at the Hyatt in
Rosebank, with the theme ‘Ideas like
shoes’.
Sponsored by JLT and Zurich Insurance
Company South Africa, GWII members
were treated to a breakfast in round table
style whilst engaging their bodies and
minds in a discussion by guest speakers Tselane Halata, Head of Liabilities, at
Zurich Insurance Company South Africa
and Debra Langley, a certified pharmacist
and author of ‘Ideas Like Shoes Take You
Places.’
Judging a book by its cover
It is often said that people immediately
take notice of your shoes and judge you
accordingly in business and personal
relationships.
One study, for example, published by
researchers from the University of Kansas
and Wellesley College, found that practical
and functional shoes belong to agreeable people. Predictably, expensive shoes
reflect high income earners, whereas flash
and colorful pairs belong to extroverts.
The bottom line is that the shoes you
choose communicate at least something
about your personality but that is not to
say you should judge a book by its cover.

Be an eagle, not a pigeon
Halata agreed that shoes reveal a lot about
a person’s personality type, confidence
levels and personal branding. She said, “If
a woman is wearing a killer pair of heels,
their feet get immediate attention for all
the right reasons compared to a woman
wearing flat shoes or pumps.”
However, in choosing to inspire the
women, Halata said that it is not about the
shoes. “It’s about knowing where you’re
going.”
Halata says she has dealt with many
mountains in her life but she overcame her
obstacles and she can now proudly say she
is an eagle. “Why an eagle?” She asked.
“Because the eagle takes advantage of the
very storm that lesser birds fear and head
for cover. Like an eagle, a leader can only
rise to greater heights if it takes up the
challenges head on without running away
from them and when an eagle sights prey,
it narrows focus and sets out to get it,” she
said.
“We need to focus and see how high up
we can reach. An eagle doesn’t mingle
around with the pigeons. Don’t you want
to be an eagle instead of a pigeon? Then
hang around people who have those qualities and who will take you high up with
them and encourage you to successful
heights. Strive to make individuals reach
their full potential.
>>>

These shoes are made for walking…
A true leader spends time with people
who are vibrant and liberal in their thinking,” she continued.
“My shoe says I am a woman of character with eagle traits,” she concluded. She
told the ladies that it’s not about their
appearance or the shoes they wear but
what is within them and how far they are
willing to go.
Spark that innovative thinking
Langley, on the other hand, explored the
field of innovation and creative thinking
and reinforced the idea that anyone can
be creative. “Ideas are not limited to
a few highly gifted individuals. Change
your conventional way of thinking and
start thinking outside of the box, you can
be creative.”
“Most of us go through life doubting our
own talents and abilities. We look towards other people that have succeeded
and we try to copy their ideas and do
what they are doing. We are not original
or unique and keep our best talents and
most original ideas trapped inside. We
fear what other people may think and
so we continue to produce work that is
an inferior copy of someone else’s,” she
continued.
She emphasised that ideas often come
to one, when a spark hits a person’s
thinking and accelerates the process of
creative thoughts when comfortable in

the shoes they are wearing. However,
like Halata, Langley says that, “your best
work is your work; it is original and is
uniquely yours. It comes from inside
you and does not resemble the work of
someone else at all.”
An act of kindness
The GWII committee would like to say
thank you to all who made the effort
with their kind donations which included
cash donations for SADAG and also the
dog and cat food donations, including
warm blankets to keep the animals warm
during these cold wintery months.
And a big thank you to Insure Group for
the generous donation of R3000 for the
charity.
Lucky draws
We always have a few lucky ladies
walking away with prizes donated by
sponsors. We would like to thank the
sponsors who contributed to the prizes.
The sponsors were:
• Factory and Industrial Risk Managers sponsored a R1 000 Aldo voucher
• Centriq Insurance Company - sponsored two R750.00 Sportscene shoe
vouchers.
GWII member and winner of the raffle
draw, Tammy Chidrawi, won a 0.46ct
diamond to the value of R20 000, thanks
to Zurich Gem & Jewel.
>>>

These shoes
are made for
walking…
Transition Risk Solutions sponsored
the lovely flowers on the tables
which some ladies went home with.
Thank you.
A word of appreciation
GWII would like to thank JLT and Zurich Insurance Company South Africa
for their sponsorship and support
and Professional Risk Underwriters
who contributed to guest speaker
Debra Langley’s costs.
A huge word of thanks to all the
sponsors who contributed to the
prizes.
Thank you to Insure Group
who once again sponsored the
photographer for the morning and to GWII members, a
special thank you for attending
this event and bracing the cold
winter morning to grow and
prosper to bigger heights within
yourselves.
See more
For more photos, please visit
our website at www.gautengwomenininsurance.co.za or our
Facebook page.

Together we
are STRONG

I

n this cold winter month we were able
to donate a whole lot of cat and dog
food kindly donated by the GWII members attending the event at the Hyatt in
Rosebank.
FORA, The SPCA and Dogtown received packages and were extremely
grateful. In fact FORA had flooded
out the previous
night, so the blankets
were most welcome.
A cash donation has
also been made to
Friends of the Cat.
Once again – THANK
YOU for your kind
donations and for
assisting our furry
friends – you
are ALL AMAZING women.

Do women use their
time differently to men?
ment, collaboration, inspiring others, and
setting expectations—take more time than
men’s primary attributes, such as decisionmaking/control and directive action.

Women have a different approach to men.
They see things differently. When you
compare the overall development and
well-being of men versus women, there
are exceptions where women are now doing better than men.

T

hough successful women are often
prone to credit luck for their success, it is mostly hard work and
perseverance that brings women to
the top of their field.
With this in mind, let us take a look at how
women use their time differently to men.
A study of genders
A 2014 American Time Use Survey showed
that women spend almost an hour more a
day doing household chores than men. Even

if these chores include laundry, food prep,
or interior cleaning, women spend more
than twice as much time doing it as men.
In this regard, a study from Eudemonia
showed that 83 percent of women versus 65
percent of men report spending some time
doing household activities such as housework, cooking, and household management.
The study also pointed out that while men
work 30 minutes longer at the office than
women; women spend twice that amount of
time dealing with home-related issues.
The Eudemonia study also found that there’s
even more imbalance when you look at how
each gender spends their time in the office.
The study noted that leadership attributes
McKinsey has found occur more commonly
among women—such as people develop-

The report explains: “While an individual
decision or directive action can be made
in seconds, it can take weeks if not months
in a large or virtual company today to get
alignment on a new idea. Multiply that time
by a considerable factor to inspire people
to pay attention to it and then adapt to that
change.” The report goes on to note the
irony that women’s inherent interests in
helping others develop may “be coming at
the expense of their own advancement.”
Mindful of contrasts
While we cannot change these gender
based qualities and would not as a matter of
course need to, we can be more mindful of
the contrasts.
Rebecca Shambaugh, an internationally
recognised leadership expert and Author
says just as a culture of overwork may be a
critical component behind women’s stalled
advancement, these time-related variables
may be holding women back as well.
“If women are spending less time in the
office, more time on household chores, and
more time when in the office on activities
that by their very nature may keep them

from advancing, something must be done
to offset these differences to help women
leaders develop,” she says.
The first step, according to Shambaugh,
is for companies to cultivate a culture of
respect for women’s time as well as for
men’s, and to start to realistically facilitate
women’s advancement, while recognising
the deeply ingrained challenges that women
in particular face.
Leveraging gender differences
“Helping women as well as men prioritise
and organise their time around the right
types of activities to advance their careers
is key to facilitating women’s success in
business.”
Since, as the report points out, “women
already have more absolute, if self-imposed,
demands on their time…both inside and
outside of the workplace,” Shambaugh says
organisations also need to start taking a
more time-sensitive approach to developing
women for business leadership positions.
“Integrated Leadership can play a significant
role in these efforts. This type of collaborative leadership model is all about replacing
outdated mindsets with a more inclusive approach that combines the strengths of both
genders,” she continues.
>>>

Do women use their
time differently to men?
Today successful organisations, Shambaugh
emphasises, need to value and optimise the
broader spectrum of leadership styles that
may look different than they did previously.
Smarter organisations
“Organisations are getting flatter, more
matrixed, and more global. As a consequence,
the traditional command and control leadership style is no longer as viable as a more
collaborative leadership style that prioritises
being a good listener and knowing how to
engage others,” she said.
“Smart organisations don’t just require women to lean in, but to go all in. That’s why I encourage organisations and leadership teams
to focus more on the results created by their
women leaders and less on the style they use
to get those results,” said Shambaugh.
Shambaugh concludes by saying, “Your
female leaders might not act like your male
leaders, but this does not mean they are
ineffective. Part of this involves understanding
how women use their time differently than
men, both inside and outside the office.”
Utilising gender differences can turn into a
key driver for making a more inclusive culture
that prompts more prominent advancement
and higher engagement.

The state of gender equality
around the globe, in charts
Gender equality is often pinpointed as
a key issue in economic development
of emerging economies.

T

his index measures the inequality between men and women in three ways:
reproductive health, political empowerment and labor market participation.
These charts show the twenty largest countries by population. Countries in green have
the most equitable for this group, while
countries in purple have the least.
Women in politics
Women are chronically underrepresented in
politics, which means far too few have the
power to create laws and policies that shape
daily life. When women have equitable political power, conversations about women’s
rights take on a different tone, and sexism
in laws and government is more likely to get
called out.
Women’s economic security
When women work, economies grow and
when women have the power to save and
manage their earnings, they have much
more power in their own lives. Empowering women economically means valuing the
work women already do, and giving them
the opportunities they need to expand their
role in the global workforce. >>>

We witnessed in the gender inequality
index that Africa is at the top of the list of
inequality, followed by South Asia and South
America. Most countries in Asia, Europe and
America experience less inequality.

A closer look at Africa
According to the Gender Equality Index 2015
across Africa, women and men often experience different opportunities, conditions and
privileges; they earn different wages, do not
have the same access to education and are
not always equal before the law. The Africa
Gender Equality Index measures these differences across three dimensions: economic
opportunities, human development, and
law and institutions. Each dimension draws
on a set of indicators that provide an overall
score for every country. Scores range from
0 to 100, with 100 representing perfect
gender equality. The figure maps overall
performance on gender equality across 52

African countries.
The figure on the right maps overall performance on gender equality across 52 African
countries.

At present, the scores of African countries
range from 15.8 to 74.5, with an average
score of 54.1. The ranking enables us to
identify the countries that are doing best
on gender equality (South Africa, Rwanda,
Namibia, Mauritius and Malawi are the top
five) — and, over time, the best improvers.
Women are more active as economic agents
in Africa than anywhere else in the world.
They perform the majority of agricultural
activities, own a third of all firms and, in
some countries, make up some 70% of
employees. Over and above their incomeearning activities, they are central to the
household economy and the welfare of their

families, and they play a vital — if sometimes unacknowledged — leadership role in
their communities and nations.

productive potential of one billion Africans,
delivering a huge boost to the continent’s
development potential.

Yet across Africa women face an array
of barriers to achieving their full potential, from restrictive cultural practices to
discriminatory laws and highly segmented
labour markets. Eliminating gender inequality and empowering women could raise the

United Nations Human Development Report
2015, World Bank. Graphic: Hilary Fung and Alissa
Scheller/The Huffington Post
Gender Equality Index 2015 http://www.afdb.org/
fileadmin/uploads/afdb/Documents/Publications/
African_Gender_Equality_Index_2015-EN.pdf
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